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POST, PROMOTE AND SELL YOUR 3D MAPPING CONTENT
3D Mapping Content, especially of the public domain, has countless applications. However, we see that
today this data is only used for a single project. So why not try to reuse that superb and valuable data for
these other applications ?
Orbit GT’s 3D Mapping Cloud Marketplace offers a great way to list you available content and present it to
a large audiance. You can even post the Marketplace on your own website. A unique way to find a new
audiance for your data!

ARE YOU DATA PROVIDER ?
LIST YOUR 3D CONTENT
Any 3D Content can be listed for sale. If your data is online on the 3D Mapping
Cloud, just click ‘Add to Marketplace’, add a few specifications and you’re done.
You can even list content that is not live on 3D Mapping Cloud, e.g. served by your
own on-premise 3DM Publisher.

DIRECT SALE : NO COMISSION REQUIRED

Orbit GT does not take part in your sales process, . So list up your specs, rules,
or whichever information you wish to convey to your prospect. You arrange the
transaction directly with your data customer.

OFFER A PREVIEW
Give your prospect insight in your dataset by offering a Preview. You can share a
Bookmark or a Publication for live access to the data. Prep a nice thumbnail for
instant recognition.

STAND OUT WITH YOUR SPECS
List as many specs as you think is valuable to describe your data product. The
better you inform your customer, the happier he will be. A minimum spec is the
year of collection.

PROMOTE YOUR 3D CONTENT
Promote your most valuable content to stand out between the data offerings. You
can post your logo on the Markeplace, and even embed it in your own website.

ARE YOU DATA CONSUMER ?
Data © Grunder Ingeniere, Orbit GT

The Marketplace is very easy to use. Type in a search text, or restrict the listing
by data type, country, provider or date. You can flag your favorites, and share an
item with a colleague via a unique URL.

USING THE PURCHASED DATA
Orbit GT’s 3D Mapping Cloud allows your Data Provider to share this data with
you, aligned with the sale conditions. You can fuse this data with data you already have available in your 3D Mapping Cloud account in real-time and from any
device.
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